Glee Club Takes Third in Contest

The New Hampshire Receives Fuel Price From Critics

The University of New Hampshire Glee Club placed third in the third annual interscholastic glee contest held by the New England College Glee Club Association at Symphony Hall, Boston, last Friday, coming second on audience of over 2,000. This was New Hampshire first year in the competition, and it is noted that the University of New Hampshire is an exceptionally well-stocked institution. The high ranking of the contest was the result of the efforts of New Hampshire’s great chorus under Professor Robert W. Mason, who carefully coached the women’s chorus, and Edward Crow, ’29, of the Men’s and Women’s Chorus, who assisted Mason.
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## In Passing

We could not go to press this week without commenting upon two events which have touched the hearts of New Hampshire. In the first place we wish to congratulate the Orchestra of the University of New Hampshire, conducted by Miss F. A. Manton, who performed last week in Boston, the first time that the University orchestra, made up of New Hampshire undergraduates, had been presented to the public. In the second place, we wish to congratulate Professor William H. Seudder, long associated with the University of New Hampshire, who has just been appointed to the Chair of Philosophy at Yale University. The University, which was fortunate enough to have him for some years, will miss a fine teacher, but it is well to think that there are students who look to him for guidance and enlightenment.

## Our Mail Box

To the Editor: The New Hampshire does not, as a rule, burrow too deeply into the.\`

## Fraternity Elections

ROBERT STARK ERECTED KAPPA SIGMA PRESIDENT

Robert Stark of Lawrence, Mass., has been elected president of Kappa Sigma Fraternity. Stark is a junior in the college of arts and science and is a member of the Native American students organization.

## Alpha Tau Omega Elected

ALPHA TAU OMEGA ELECTED TO HONOR COUNCIL

At a recent meeting of the Alpha Tau Omega Council in Boston, a number of new members were elected to the honor council. The new members include Ralph B. Morrison of Amherst, Mass., and John D. Fleming of Dartmouth College.
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## Homecoming Weekend

FACULTY ADVISORS

To the Editor: The New Hampshire does not, as a rule, burrow too deeply into the.

## Movie of a Man Trying a New Cigarette

TAKES CIGARETTE SMOKE THROUGH TUBES IN UNUSUAL PIPING

DisCOVERS FIRST FEW PUFFS NOT TO BE TAKEN AT FACE VALUE. DISCOVERS THAT SMOKE COMMUNICABLE.

## Old Gold

THE SMOOTHER AND BETTER CIGARETTE

NOT A CHEROT IN A CARLOAD

## New Hampshire, March 1, 1928

FRANKLIN THEATRE

DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

FRIDAY, MARCH 2

A Paramount Picture

“RUNNING WILD”

W. C. Fields, Mary Brian

An old familiar character, dressed with sinister leopards, awakens up on a swing in a most amusing part.

## Saturday, March 3

“LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT”

Laurence Olivier, Marcelle Dor, Caward Ngue

An old familiar character, dressed with sinister leopards, awakens up on a swing in a most amusing part.

## TUESDAY, March 6

“A Metro Picture

“CALIFORNIA”

The McO, Dorothy Sisson

A simple story of a young character, dressed with sinister leopards, awakens up on a swing in a most amusing part.

## Wednesday, March 7

“A Metro Picture

“STARK LOVE”

Special Cast

A simple story of a young character, dressed with sinister leopards, awakens up on a swing in a most amusing part.

## Thursday, March 8

“A Metro Picture

“THE NOOSE”

Richard Barthelmess

A simple story of a young character, dressed with sinister leopards, awakens up on a swing in a most amusing part.
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## Homecoming Weekend

FACULTY ADVISORS

To the Editor: The New Hampshire does not, as a rule, burrow too deeply into the.
Varsity Defeats M. A. C. Hoop Team

Wildcats Taken Into Camp By Springfield Quintet

Blue and White Basketmen Make Side Show at Magician Win, 25-17—Put Up Battal-
ion Spirit Here—Braves Were Flattened—Losing 48-59

The University of New Hampshire basketball team moved over to a new toni-
centious arena last night in the form of a New Hamp-
shire setting, and it was a great experience for the Aggies and also their fans.
.

The College Shop

The College Shop

A modern shop exclusively for women and children

What a satisfaction it is to Feel

WELL FED

GRANT'S

F. F. PAGE

Skis, Snowshoes, Skates, Toboggan

Good Food and Plenty of it

At Reasonable Prices

Music Noon and Night